
[Hibrick Lighting] 80107 Lunar New Year Lantern Festival

(remote control version) LED installation instructions

Package includes:

• 4 sockets x 1
• 6 sockets x 2
• Ordinary lamp pellets warmwhite 15CM x 8
• Ordinary lamp pellet warmwhite 30CM x 1
• Ordinary lamp particle red light 15CM x 2
• Ordinary lamp particle red light 30CM x 1
• Ordinary lamp particle powder light 15CM x 1
• Colorful string lights x 1
• LED soft light strip blue light x 1
•Warmwhite LED soft light bar x 3
• Connecting line 5CM x 1
• Connecting line 15CM x 3
• Connecting line 30CM x 3
• USB interface 50CM x 1
• Remote control + remote control module x 1
• Several building blocks
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Precautions:

Route wires above and below the jigsaw

The wires can be placed between the building block and the board or under the

board, but theymust be placed between the studs correctly

Install lamp pellets on the building blocks

Make sure they are placed correctly (yellow LED components are exposed).

You can place them directly on top of the block stud or between the two.
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Link the wire socket to the socket

Be very careful when inserting the cord socket into the socket. The socket

can only be inserted in one way. With the socket facing up, look for the

soldered "=" symbol on the left side of the port. When you insert the port,

the side of the socket with the exposed wire should face the soldered "="

symbol. If the plug cannot be easily inserted into the port, do not force it

into it.

Inserting the socket incorrectly may cause the pins in the port to bend or

the socket may overheat when connected.。
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Connect the wires to the light bar

Be extra careful when inserting the wire into the light bar connector, the

plug can only be inserted in one way. Place the light-emitting side of the

light bar up, and make sure that the side of the plug that exposes the wire

is facing down. If the plug cannot be easily inserted into the interface, do

not insert it forcibly. So as not to damage the interface and plug.



Put the battery into the battery box

Several battery boxes have different specifications, please pay attention

to the positive and negative poles of the battery。





Installation Notes：

First take a USB power cord, a 4-seater socket, and a 15cm warm light

lamp pellet

Connect them together, connect the USB power supply, and test the lights to

light up normally



After the test, pull out the lamp pellet and leave the socket on the power

supply temporarily



Divide the building into left and right parts

Start the installation from the right half, turn to the back, and remove the

lantern (together with the base)



Remove the bamboo, you can use the lifter to operate

Continue to remove a group of parts indicated by the arrow





Remove a set of 1x2 blue transparent plates as shown



Take a lotus leaf lamp and decompose it as follows, take a 15cm warm light

lamp pellet, ready to install



Pass the lamp pellet plug through the green part, as shown below

Wear it to the end, so that the lamp pellet is just buckled at the round hole,

with the light-emitting surface facing outward



Take 1 1x2 blue transparent plate, ready to restore the lotus leaf lamp

Adjust the position of the part so that the wire passes through the gap of the

1x2 blue transparent plate



Compact green parts

Pass the wire along the corner



Restore the removed parts and fix the wires

Take another 15cm warm light lamp pellet and install the second lotus leaf

lamp in the same way





Take 1 1x2 blue transparent plate and install the second lotus leaf lamp

according to the previous method

Press the wire under the part and pass it along the gap



Take another 15cm warm light lamp pellet and install the third lotus leaf lamp

in the same way





Restore the removed 1x2 blue transparent plate and fix the wires

Take out 3 parts as shown



Use the lifter to lift the orange part up



The effect after jacking up is as follows

Put the lotus leaf lamp back into the base



The same method, restore the other 2 lotus leaf lights

Restore 1x4 green parts



Take out the 4 sockets with power supply, insert 3 lotus leaf lights into 4

sockets, and test that the lights are normally on



After the test, turn off the power and pull up the edge of the wire sticker

Restore icon parts



Pass the wire along the gap between the raised particles

Restore a set of icon parts



Remove the 1x2 green parts and fix the wires



Continue to restore the illustrated parts



Restore bamboo

Test again that the lights are on normally



Test is complete, unplug the USB cable

Take 1 15cm cable and insert it into 4 sockets



Remove the adhesive on the socket

Paste the socket under the bamboo, the position shown



Twist the excess wire and fit it under the socket



After finishing the wires, the effect is as follows

Remove the walls and Red Bull, and continue to remove the base





Go to the front and remove the tree in the corner



Take 1 15cm powder lamp pellet, 1 1x1 transparent light blue circle



Insert the lamp pellet plug through the leaves as shown

Wear it to the end, so that the lamp pellet is just buckled at the round hole,

with the light-emitting surface facing outward



Fix the lamp pellet with 1x1 transparent light blue circle

Pass the wire around the tree trunk



Put the tree back on the ground

Remove the tiles shown



Pass the wire along the middle of the raised particles on the wall

Restore the tiles, fix the wires



Continue to bypass the wire around the raised particles shown

Restore the tiles as shown and fix the wires



Remove the two curved parts shown



Take 1 warm light strip, 1 15cm cable, and connect them together

Insert the lamp pellet on the wall into the other end of the light bar



Tear off the light strip adhesive

Paste the light bar to the door frame



Remove the lantern and the tiles above



Decompose the lantern as follows, take a 30cm warm light lamp pellet, ready

to install

Pass the lamp pellet plug through the golden part (through the small hole side)



Wear it to the end, so that the lamp pellet is just buckled at the round hole,

with the light-emitting surface facing outward

Put the parts back on the bottom of the lantern



Put the lantern back on the wall

Pass the wire around the raised particles as shown in the figure, and press the

other lamp wire below



Restore the upper tiles and fix the wires

Twist the wire connecting the light bar to the wall



Pass the wires on the lantern around the raised particles as shown

Restore the arc part on the left



Remove all tiles on the right wall

Put the wires together and pass along the angle



Restore the arc on the right and remove the lantern on the right



Disassemble the lantern and take a 15cm warm light lamp pellet, ready to

install

Pass the lamp pellet plug through the golden part (through the small hole side)



Wear it to the end, so that the lamp pellet is just buckled at the round hole,

with the light-emitting surface facing outward

Put the parts back into the lantern



Put the lantern back on the wall and attach the wire to the top of the wall, as

shown below

Restore the tile fixing wire



Continue to pass the wire along the gap between the raised particles

Restore 2 tiles and fix the wires



Continue to join the wires together and pass along the gap between the raised

particles

Restore the tiles, fix the wires



Remove the upper part of the street light

Decompose the street lamp as follows, and take a 15cm warm light lamp pellet,

ready to install



Place the light-emitting surface of the lamp chip on the black protrusion with

the wire facing the grapple side

Restore the lampshade, fix the lamp pellet



Restore street lights

Attach the wire to the lamp post and pass through the raised particle gap along

the wall



Restore the tiles, fix the wires

Go to the courtyard and remove the street lights as shown



Decompose the street lamp as follows, and take a 15cm warm light lamp pellet



Pass the lamp pellet plug through the golden part as shown (through the side

of the small hole)

Wear it to the end, so that the lamp pellet is just buckled at the round hole,

with the light-emitting surface facing outward



Put the parts back on the bottom of the lantern

Put the lantern back into the bracket



Wind the wire around the bracket twice

Pass the plug through the round hole in the base



Put the bracket back on the base and fix the wires



Continue to remove a group of parts indicated by the arrow



Take a 6-seat socket and insert the 4 plugs on the wall

Plug the USB cable into the socket



Turn on the power, the test light is normally on

After the test, unplug the USB cable



Take a 30cm cable and insert it into the socket

Connect the 30cm cable through the gap as shown



Put the socket in the space below

Continue to stick the connecting line to the ground and pass the gap between

the raised particles



Restore the gray plate and fix the connection line

Restore the street lights and pass the wires along the angle



Restore green parts

Plug the street light into 6 sockets



Lift up the green part shown in the figure, and insert the street light wire below



Put the wires on the wall together and fit them to the position shown on the

ground



The wire is pressed tightly down at the edge, which can be operated with the

aid of the lifter to prevent the wire from being broken when the part is

restored

Restore icon parts



Restore the round base



Restore Red Bull



Take out the lantern and disassemble as follows

Take 1 colorful light string, ready to install



Bend the light string as shown in the figure below, starting from the top

light-emitting point, and bending down on both sides of each light-emitting

point

Do not bend the last luminous point



Wrap the string of lights on the lanyard as shown in the figure so that each

light-emitting point fits just above the lantern







The effect after all installation is as follows



Put the left bracket back on the ground

Put the left side of the lantern back into the bracket and leave the plug on the

right



Restore the right bracket

Loop the string of lights on the bracket



Fix the wire under the base



Restore the icon wall

Go to the front and restore the listings on both sides



Next, prepare to install 3 high lanterns, first remove the right lantern



Decompose the lantern as follows, take a 30cm red lamp pellet, ready to install

Pass the lamp pellet plug through the side of the large hole of the lantern



Tilt the lamp pellet slightly so that the light-emitting surface faces outward

Thread the wire to the end so that the lamp pellet is in the center of the hole



Fit the wire to the edge

Put the lantern back into the bracket



Restore the bottom part of the lantern

Wind the wire around the bracket twice



Remove the parts shown



Put the bracket back on the ground

Fit the wire to the ground and compact it at the included angle, operate with

the aid of a lifter



Follow the icon to route

Restore the removed parts and fix the wires



Remove the lantern in the middle

Remove the arch bridge



Continue to remove the parts shown



Decompose the lantern in the middle and take a 15cm red lamp pellet

Pass the lamp pellet plug through the side of the lantern hole



Tilt the lamp pellet slightly so that the light-emitting surface faces outward

Thread the wire to the end so that the lamp pellet is in the center of the hole



Fit the wire to the edge

Put the lantern back into the bracket and restore the bottom parts of the

lantern



Wrap the wire around the bracket

Put the bracket back on the ground



Route the two wires as shown below

Use a lifter to compact the wire at the included angle and avoid all raised

particles



The effect after crimping is as follows

Restore the removed parts and fix the wires



Remove the third lantern

Decompose the lantern as follows and take a 15cm red lamp pellet



Pass the lamp pellet plug through the side of the large hole of the lantern

Tilt the lamp pellet slightly so that the light-emitting surface faces outward



Thread the wire to the end so that the lamp pellet is in the center of the hole

Fit the wire to the edge



Put the lantern back into the bracket and restore the bottom parts of the

lantern

Wrap the wire around the bracket



Put the bracket back on the ground

Use a starter to press the wire tightly at the angle



Route the wire as shown below

Restore the gray plate, fix the wire



Remove the street light as shown

Remove the gray plate as shown



Decompose the street lamp and take a 15cm warm light lamp pellet



Pass the lamp pellet plug through the side of the small hole of the golden part

Through the end, the lamp pellets are just buckled in the round hole, with the

light-emitting side facing outward



Put the parts back on the bottom of the lantern

Put the lantern back into the bracket



Wrap the wire around the bracket

Pass the plug through the base



Put the bracket back on the base and fix the wires

Put the lantern back on the ground



Pass the wire along the angle shown in the figure

Restore the gray plate, fix the wire



Take a 6-seat socket and connect to USB power

Insert all 5 plugs in the yard into 6 sockets



Turn on the power, the test light is on normally

After the test, unplug the USB cable



Remove the adhesive on the socket

Wrap the longer wire around the socket



Take 1 blue light strip, 1 5cm connecting wire, 1 30cm connecting wire, and

connect them together

Paste the light bar under the arch bridge



Remove the part indicated by the arrow (on the side of the 30cm connecting

line)



Fit the 30cm connecting line under the arch bridge and pass along the edge

Restore the removed parts and fix the connecting line



Restore curved parts

Temporarily place the arch bridge on the pond, insert the 5cm cable into 6

sockets



Take 2 double-sided tapes and paste them on the back of the socket

Restore the arch bridge



Paste the socket under the arch bridge

Paste location is as follows



Remove the parts shown



Pass the 30cm connecting line along the edge of the green part

Restore the removed parts, fix the connecting line, and continue to remove the

parts indicated by the arrow



Pass the connecting line along the angle



Restore the green parts and fix the connecting line

Take out the other half of the building and remove the upper part of the street

light



Continue to remove the illustrated tiles

Remove 2 curved parts



Decompose the street lamp as follows, take 1 15cm warm light lamp pellet



Place the light-emitting surface of the lamp chip on the black protrusion with

the wire facing the grapple side

Restore the lampshade, fix the lamp pellet



Restore street lights

Attach the wire to the lamp post and pass between the raised particles



Restore the tiles, fix the wires

Pass the wire around the raised particles as shown



Restore tiles

Take 1 warm light strip, 1 30cm cable, and connect them together



Insert the street light into the other end of the light bar

Tear off the light strip adhesive



Paste the light bar to the door frame

Pass the connecting wire on the left side of the light bar around the corner of

the wall



Restore the fixed connection line of tiles

Twist the right wire of the light bar and fit it to the wall



Restore curved parts, fix the wires



Restore the upper tiles



Turn to the side and remove the lantern and wall



Remove the lantern base

Fit the connecting line to the corner along the gap between the raised particles



Use 1 base to fix the connection line

Pull the cable to the ground to the left



Use another base to fix the cable

Restore the lantern



Restore the wall

Remove the upper cover of the pavilion and disconnect it from the golden parts



Remove the base as a whole



Remove the part indicated by the arrow



Fit the connecting line to the corner along the gap between the raised particles



Restore the removed parts to fix the connection line

Take 1 warm light strip, 1 15cm cable, and connect them together



Insert the 30cm cable into the other end of the light bar

Go to the back and remove the bamboo



Remove the black base

Continue to remove a group of parts as shown





Take out the other half of the building and pass the connecting wire under the

black bolt



Combine the two buildings together, and pull the connecting line to the back of

the building



Take out the remote control module, and insert the USB power supply into the

IN socket of the remote control module (single socket side)

Insert the newly pulled cable into the A socket of the remote control module

(there is a mark near the socket)



Insert the right light bar cable into the B socket of the remote control module

Insert the cables on the 4 sockets under the bamboo into the C socket of the

remote control module



Insert the light string into the D socket

Take out the remote control and pull out the insulating gasket below



Click the ON button of the remote control to test that all lights are on normally

After the test, turn off the power, insert the remote control module into the

gap shown in the figure, and pull out the USB cable from the gap on the right



Fit the wire on the left to the bottom of the gap

Restore the removed parts



Remove the 1x6 part shown



Fit the USB cable to the corner

Restore 1x6 parts, fix the USB cable



Restore bamboo (the taller one)

Attach the wire to the ground along the gap between the raised particles



Restore the bamboo (the shorter one) to fix the wire

Take out the base of the pavilion and disassemble



Pull the connecting wires on both sides of the light bar to the outside

Restore the pavilion base, ground and round table





Tear off the light strip adhesive



Paste the light bar under the top of the pavilion, pay attention to the

installation position, as shown below

Restore the pavilion



Lift up the eaves as shown



Attach the connecting wire to the post

Restore the eaves and fix the connecting line



Attach another connecting wire to the post



After finishing the wires, the effect is as follows

At this point, this set of lighting is installed, turn on the power, and enjoy it.



Lighting effect control method (take lotus leaf lamp for example)

1. Click the C button on the remote control to turn on the lotus leaf light

2. Click the FS (or BLN) button of the remote control to set the flashing (or

breathing) effect of the light

3. Click the ↑ button or ↓ button to control the blinking (or breathing)

frequency

4. After turning off the light and turning it on again, repeat the above steps



I wish you a good time!


	Installation Notes：

